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1. What databases do you make available to the public in electronic form?  Please list and indicate the
dissemination medium or media in each case (Internet, CD-ROM, tapes, disks on demand, dial-up).

ECA has a number of independent statistical databases maintained in the different substantive divisions
and Sub-regional Development Centres (SRDCs). They include:

(a) the regional multi-sectoral statistical database (RMSDB), including the different independent
modules located in DISD (with annual series on international trade, national accounts, agriculture,
transport and communications, industry and energy, tourism, population, labour, education, health,
finance and prices relating to all member States of the Commission);

(b) the database of Electronic Data Processing Centres and Experts in Africa;
(c) a bibliographic database on social and economic development in Africa (PADDEV) and three

referral databases, namely the database of African Experts in all aspects of development
(PADEXP), the database of African development and research institutions (RESINST), and, the
database of capabilities of research and higher learning institutions in information technologies,
hosted on ECA’s intranet;

(d) the transport statistics database in the Regional Cooperation and Integration Division (RCID);
(e) the African Industrial Resources Information System (AIRIS); and,
(f) the database derived from the Population, Environment, Development and Agriculture in Africa

(PEDA) model, which is being upgraded.

 Most of these databases have independent structures and coding schemes. However, in order to meet
both current and future thematic data management needs and also to provide coherent sets of statistical
information to a broad spectrum of internal and external users, DISD is launching a project to coordinate and
integrate the various statistical databases in ECA and to establish a wider statistical information system.

Dissemination of the statistical information maintained in the databases (mainly the RMSDB), was
carried out through print-outs, diskettes and database installation in National Statistical Offices (NSO) on
systems compatible with that of ECA secretariat. With the introduction of a variety of new media, ECA has
initiated dissemination on CD-ROMs ( “Africa Development CD-ROM”) and on the ECA’s Intranet
(http://intranet.uneca.org/databases.htm) and on Internet (http://www.un.org/Depts /eca). The two last
issues of the CD-ROM, include the bibliographic and referral databases mentioned earlier.

The following regular statistical publications are also part of the disseminated materials:

§ African Statistical Yearbook (annual, hardcopies, CD-ROM since 1997 and diskette
extracts produced on demand);

§ Africa in figures (annual, hardcopies, ECA’s Intranet);
§ Compendium of Intra-African Foreign Trade and related Statistics (every two years,

hardcopies and extracts on diskettes on demand);
§ Compendium of Environment Statistics on Africa (irregular, hardcopies);
§ Integrated national and subregional economic, social and environmental indicators; and,
§ Statistical annex to the Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa.



2. For Internet products, do you include facility for selection/extraction of data from databases at
users’ choice?

Until the development of the new statistical database on a client-server platform, query, data selection and
retrieval procedures will remain restrictive on the RMSDB, which has been migrated from the HP3000 to PCs.
However, the smaller modules and all the other databases to be posted on the Web, on ECA Intranet and/or to
be contained in the Africa Development CD-ROM  2000 and the other information will be available on the
internet, with different search interfaces based on the choice of the users. Meanwhile, on ECA’s Intranet, there
are extraction/selection facilities for the bibliographic and referral databases.

3. Please indicate the price in each case or if free:

A token sum is charged only for the “Africa Development CD-ROMs” to recover part of the cost. The first
version was sold at US$12 per unit.

4. What materials are distributed free and to whom?

All the statistical publications mentioned under item 1. above, including e-mail distribution of some data
sets are free. These materials are addressed to National Statistical Offices, research institutions, regional and
sub-regional groupings, IGO, NGOs and to partners and users in and out of the region, at their request.

5. Are pricing and free distribution determined by your office, by another office in your organization
or by several offices?

The distribution policy (pricing or free distribution) is determined by UN Headquarters. ECA plays a
merely consultative role, regarding the different cost elements.

6. Is there a written policy on pricing and free distribution? Please summarize it as concerns your
electronic data products:

The policy on pricing and free distribution depends on the UNHDQ.

However, a “Publication Committee” and a “Communication Team” have been established following the
restructuring of the ECA secretariat. The two structures maintain the mailing list and define guidelines for peer
reviews, planning of publications and their distribution, dissemination, marketing and sales.

According to the new guideline, “Cost Recovery and Sales Strategy” will be put in place, which will “take
into consideration the differences in purchasing power between the countries of the North and developing
countries.” …“The strategy, albeit based on cost-recovery, will take into account the importance of disseminating
a number of ECA’s outputs free of charge.”

7. Is there a written policy concerning the use of Internet to distribute data?  Please indicate its
salient points as concerns dissemination of your statistics on Internet:

Yes. Basically, ECA is using the “Regulations for the Control and Limitation of Documentation: Internet
Publishing Guidelines” of June 2000, the “UN Internet Publishing Guidelines” and the “Illustrative Copyright,
Terms of use and Disclaimer Notices”.  The Communication Team of the secretariat is working on “ECA Specific
Internet Publishing Guidelines”.

 One of the salient points of the Internet Publishing Guidelines is the following (paragraph 43): “National
and international information such as treaty texts, terminology and statistics, included in Web site databases,
should be reviewed in advance of Internet publication with the relevant department to ensure adherence to the
official standards established for the source material”.

All the above mentioned documents can be made available to interested participants.



8. Does your office receive any revenue from sales in electronic formats?  Is this revenue an
important component of your budget?  Is the amount of revenue growing?

Very little. Till now, only from the sales of “Africa Development CD-ROM”.

9. Do your electronic databases for the public have print counterparts?  Do you expect the
electronic versions to replace these in whole or in part over the next five years?

Some of them have and some of them don't.

Taking into account the cost and limited, even if growing, access of the majority of National Statistical
Offices and African constituents users of statistics, such as policy makers, planners, academic and research
institutions, civil society and private sector, to online channels of dissemination, ECA’s focus will remain on
hardcopies for the next 5 years. The electronic versions will be used as an alternative means of dissemination,
pending the establishment of viable information and communication infrastructures in the majority, if not all, the
member States.

10. Do you compile statistics on the distribution of electronic products, or on Internet access?

The statistics are compiled by each data provider, but not centrally. For the Internet, statistics are
compiled and kept by the webmasters.

11. Do you accept and answer inquiries on statistics from the public via e-mail? What is the volume?

Yes. Responses are given online, in electronic format or printed copy, depending on the volume of data
requested. The limitations are related to constraints on the volume of data to be carried by ECA’s system.

12. Do you have a licensing policy for electronic redissemination of your data?

No, so far, ECA doesn’t have any licensing policy for electronic redissemination of data.


